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As such difficulties were brought out in tie course of the discussion,

Darwin began making additions to his theoy thinkiig of new ideas to explain

h variations came into tnce. In the third edition of The of

pecies he inserted what be called a historical account" in which he dismissed

Lamarck 's ideas as merely a part of the history of error. Yet in edition after

edition of the 9!in he kept making additional concessions or adopting various

features of Unnarckianism. The dean of the graduate school of one of our

greatest universities said recently that if a lesser nan had made such altera

tions without indicating in any way that he was changing his view he would be

suspected of dishonesty. A strong admirer of Damn declares: The number Of

these concealed contradictions makes the later editions of the Orig4t instruc

tive but difficult reading. For clarity and reasonable consistency the first

edition is by imr the most satisfactor/."

Only a few years after the appearance of The Orij of ecies Darwin

atteited to solve the problem of the origin of variations by presenting a new

hypothesis. Li 1363 he published a book entitled, The Variation of Plants and

J'nimals under Ikstication, containing a theory that he called pangenusis.

According to this theory every part of the body is constantly producing

gemnules," which move to the generative organs, so that these organs are

constantly affected by any change in the body. Thus any change in the condition

or use of any part of the body would directly affect the next generation.

Belief in the existence of such 'gemmu1es" was soon abandoned. Eventually

most scientists became convinced that acquired characteristics are not inherited.

plasm ts passed on untouched by changes in the other organs of the body.

So long as the germ plasm itself has not been injured or directly affected, the

condition of the next generation will not be altered by activities or experi

ences of the parent. Darwin's theory of pangenesis has been universally

discarded.
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